SPECIAL PROMOTION: TACK AND EQUIPMENT

GEARING UP

When it comes to safety while
riding, we depend on our skill as
horsemen and the steady obedience
of our horses. But just as critical is
the equipment we use while working with our animals. That’s why it’s
so important to make sure your
gear is in good working order and
adjusted to fit your horse correctly.
Clinician and trainer Richard
Winters says conscientious inspection is a personal responsibility.
Whenever possible, start with
quality gear, and take care of it.
“A saddle will last 100 years if it’s maintained, but the straps and things that hold it together are
by design made to be replaced periodically, and inspected often,” Winters says.
Here are a couple of points you should check regularly for proper fit and wear and tear,
according to Winters.

Offside billet. One of the most frequently overlooked points of
gear, the offside billet tends to see wear in the same spot ride
after ride. This can lead to it breaking at the moment it is
under the highest amount of stress, such as during a gallop,
big stop or quick turn on a cow.
“You’ve got to check out the offside billet because it will
break one day—it will only last so long,” Winters says. “If you’re
not checking it, there’s nobody else checking it for you. I’ve
seen huge wrecks—even with expensive horses and expensive
saddles—[because of] a worn-out offside billet.”

“Without the stirrup hobbles, there’s nothing to keep the
stirrup from rotating all the way around—it keeps the
stirrup secure at the bottom of that fender,” says Winters.
“That insignificant little strap is keeping everything in
place, and keeping your Blevins buckles from bouncing
around and coming undone. It’s pretty disconcerting to be
trotting down the side of the road and all of a sudden
having a stirrup fall off your saddle. If you’d had the stirrup
hobble on there, if something does malfunction, it’ll hold
things together and buy you some time.”

Back cinch and hobble. At his clinics, Winters does a visual
inspection of each rider’s gear. He says that the cinch hobble
connecting the front and back cinches are often missing.
“It’s kind of in a place where you’re not paying much attention, but you have got to have that on there, and it needs to be
adjusted relatively short so that back cinch can’t move back and
act like a flank strap [on a bucking horse],” Winters says.
The back cinch needs to be tight enough to touch your
horse’s body, advises Winters. As you ride, your saddle will
settle onto your horse’s back, so a loose back cinch can end up
so loose it’s a hazard.
“If it’s hanging down there 6 inches, it’s just waiting to get
snagged on a branch, or even a nice gentle horse just reaching up
with a leg to scratch a fly and sticks his foot through it,” Winters
says. “So if you have a back cinch, pull it up or take it off.”

Chicago screws. Reins can be attached to your bridle in
several ways. If your reins use Chicago screws, know they
are notorious for coming loose unless you take preventative
measures.
“You can apply [thread-locking adhesive] or even clear
fingernail polish to tightened screws, and it’ll keep them from
working back out,” Winters says.

Stirrup hobbles. These seemingly unimportant strips of
leather that wrap around each of your fenders actually serve a
purpose, explains Winters.

Following is a collection of gear to help make your
time with your horse safer, more enjoyable and
comfortable.
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Tie straps. Another common method of rein attachment is
thin strips of leather. Winters says these are designed to
break instead of the rein itself if your horse gets in a bind.
Easy to replace, these straps need to be checked for wear on
a regular basis.
“You’ve just got to check these things—they’ll get rotted,
and they can come untied,” warns Winters.
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SADDLES AND PADS

Lady Wade and Trail Wade saddles by
McCall Saddle Co.

McCall Saddle Co.’s Lady Wade and
Trail Wade saddles offer lightweight
functionality, stylishness and quality.
With a myriad of tooling patterns,
silver and other customization
options, your dream saddle is within
your budget and your reality. All
McCall saddles are handmade by
trained craftsmen for quality results.
This small company emphasizes
customer service. Purchase through
authorized retailers or retail outlets.
dryforksaddle.com
The Rancher Saddle Pad from 5 Star
Equine Products

TM

Specially engineered for ropers,
ranchers and for long trail rides, the
Rancher Saddle Pad is designed to be
used alone thanks to its super-thick,
1⅛-inch, 100 percent wool. Handmade
in the U.S., this pad is soft with no
break-in time. It protects your horse
from a sore back and is durable,
offering more than 2,000 hours of
riding time. Available in mule and
horse contours; leg cutout, cinch
cutout and flex-fit withers options. You
can also choose a fleece lining option.
870-389-6328; 5starequine.com
M AY 2021
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1-888-559-4344
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Jeff Feil Custom Saddles

For decades, Jeff Feil Custom Saddles has
built quality custom saddles at an
affordable price point, with the goal of
offering quality balanced with the best
value for your dollar. All saddles are
backed with a lifetime guarantee.
Contact Jeff Feil with any questions or to
request a free brochure. 877-293-1433;
handmadesaddles.com

E.A. Mattes Western Sheepskin
Correction Pad

Spending long hours in the saddle can
create sore spots and back issues for
your horse. E.A. Mattes Western
Correction Pads are designed specifically to help eliminate heat and friction
while providing comfort and protection. The correction system is made
with three pockets on each side of the
pad, and shims made of Poly-Flex for
precise, secure correction for addressing bridging saddles, too-wide saddles,
weight fluctuations and more. They are
machine washable and available in four
styles and a wide variety of color
options. Available through Frecker’s
Saddlery, 406-683-4452, and Tom Curtin
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GREAT OUTDOORS

Whether they’re on the trail, in the pasture,
or on the road, our horses need security. With
the Cashel line of fly protection, you can keep
your horses happy and healthy, so they can
enjoy being outside as much as you do.

C A S H E L C O M PA N Y. C O M
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Quality Horsemanship, 406-839-4537.
worldequestrianbrands.com

PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

Synergy by Weaver Sports Boots

The perforated four-way stretch
neoprene material of Synergy boots
allows heat and moisture to escape so
your horse’s legs can breathe. The boots'
non-restrictive ergonomic design offers a
close fit and a full range of motion with
less bulk, but the Dynamic Sling System’s
lateral suspensory support strap helps to
prevent hyperflexion and soft tissue
damage to the lower leg during strenuous
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maneuvers. The boots are designed to be
durable, comfortable and easy to clean.
Available in three sizes and seven colors.
Price: $79.99/pair. ridethebrand.com

The Original
Lady Wade

This saddle is ideal for the all-around
rider looking for comfort, durability
and class. The perfect ﬁt for the rider
and your horse
hors
r e will
rs
wil
wi
ill
ll love the weight.

Square Bottom Chinks by K Bar J
Leather Company

Dry F
D
Forkk Saddle
S ddl
Vernal, UT

Your Complete McCall Dealer

Perfect for ranch riding competition, K
Bar J’s square bottom chinks feature a
lighter weight leather and longer fringe
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VISIT OUR WEBSITE
FOR IN-STOCK SADDLES

www.dryforksaddle.com

435-789-3900
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length for a nice, long line in the saddle.
Customize your pair with various colors
and color combinations, as well as
fringe length, leather weight, U.S.-made
Southwestern conchos, pockets and
other options. Based in South Dakota, K
Bar J also makes working cowboy
chaps, outdoor gear and holsters.
605-456-1332; kbarjleather.com
Shoofly Leggins by Stone Manufacturing and Supply

Shoofly Leggins prevent painful bites
from biting flies, as well as the laying of
botfly eggs. They also reduce stomping,
which can lead to hoof damage and leg
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fatigue. Featuring plastic mesh with
sewn-in stays, Shoofly Leggins have
heavy-duty Velcro closures, and new
web-belt material on the bottom for
improved durability. The loose-fitting,
chemical-free mesh allows air to
circulate, making it ideal to cover
wounds. Available in three colors and
six sizes from local retailers or online.
stonemfg.net

design and DialFit technology work
together to create a comfortable fit for a
variety of head shapes. Maximum airflow
vents and FlipFold removable washable
headliner with Air-Channel technology
keep you cool, while the FlexVisor shades
the sun. Available in an extensive size
range, including XS for young riders.
ASTM-SEI-certified. Choose from six
colors. Price: $54.99. troxelhelmets.com

Spirit Duratec Helmet from Troxel
Helmets

TACK & EQUIPMENT

Headstalls from Hansen Western
Gear

The Troxel Spirit helmet offers a deeper,
full coverage fit for incredible comfort
and security. The helmet’s low-profile
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Hansen Western Gear offers three
headstall styles: brow, one ear and split
ear. Select from medium oil or dark oil,
and choose from the many high quality
Hansen Silver buckle sets and conchos
to complete your headstall’s unique
look. Find a retailer near you at
hansensilver.com.
Tough1 Remuda Tack Collection

buckstitching of the new Tough1
Remuda tack collection helps you
stand out with a special flair. The
black, cream and turquoise buckstitching accentuates the medium oil
floral and basket-weave hand-tooling. The collection includes single
ear headstall, browband headstall,
noseband, breast collar, tripping
collar, withers strap, spurs straps and
felt saddle pad. Available spring of
2021 through horse.com.
Garcia Bits & Spurs by
J.M. Capriola Co.

Looking for an understated style for
the ranch arena? The tri-colored

PERFORMANCE
SADDLE PADS

J.M. Capriola Co. is the owner and
only maker of the original Garcia Bits
& Spurs. These authentic pieces are

SHOCK ABSORBING
EVA sport foam is compression
resistant and rebounds quickly

STOP THE STOMP!

Use loose-fitting, chemical free
during fly season
to prevent painful fly bites and reduce stressful stomping.
• Prevents Botflies from laying eggs causing hoof damage

ENHANCED AIRFLOW

• Decreases healing time of abrasions and wounds
by allowing air flow

with lightweight, ventilated design
that offers cool performance

• Easy to attach, comfortable to wear and will not sag
due to their unique sewn-in plastic stays

MOISTURE WICKING
wool liner naturally moves
sweat away from horse and
regulates temperature

Colors Available

Exclusively Distributed By:

Pink, Blue and Orange

Sizes Available
Mini, Pony/Donkey
Yearling, Small
Medium and Large Sizes
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www.shooflyleggins.com

QUALITY • SERVICE • INNOVATION

Patented Design US6508205B1

w w w. s t o n e m f g. n e t

RideTheBrand.com
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backed by the quality and long-standing traditions of the J.M. Capriola Co.
and Garcia name. Each bit and set of
spurs comes with a certificate of
authenticity. The company’s bits and
spurs are available in blue, brown,
black or oxidized inlay; or sterling
silver overlay. Visit the store at 500
Commercial St., Elko, Nevada.
775-738-5816; capriolas.com
Lariats from Double Diamond
Halter Co.

Double Diamond Halter Co.’s aged
nylon lariats have a distinct resemblance to rawhide reatas in terms of
life and pliability, but with the strength
of nylon. They’re excellent ropes for
use with horses, in the branding corral
or outside with cattle. Available in 50and 60-foot lengths, in 5/16- and ⅜-inch
scant diameters, and in soft to
XXX-ultrasoft lays. Choose from a
variety of hondas, including three
styles of stainless steel, aluminum, and
breakaway; and four styles of rawhide.
doublediamondhalters.com
Tough1 Maverick Collection

new Maverick Tack Collection from
Tough1 features hand-tooled, natural
oil leather cut in a unique and bold
shape. Be a maverick in the show
arena with this set that includes:
single ear headstall, browband
headstall, noseband, breast collar,
tripping collar, withers strap, spur
straps and brown felt saddle pad.
Available spring of 2021 through
statelinetack.com.
Martin Saddlery Double Stitched
Hand Rubbed Split Reins

When it’s time to replace your tried-andtrue, favorite set of reins, you’ll be
pleased with this line of reins from
Martin Saddlery that are new, but as
broken-in as your old ones. Featuring
⅝-inch, hand-rubbed and doublestitched reins in a variety of Hermann
Oak and latigo leather, created with
Martin’s signature process for a feel you’ll
appreciate. Available in three leather
types and two weights. Prices range from
$67.99 to $89.99. 888-308-2386;
martinsaddlery.com
Nettles Leveler by Nettles Stirrups

Step into the ranch versatility arena
with the attitude of a maverick. The
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Nettles Stirrups’ patented Leveler helps
you ride with less ankle, knee and hip
M AY 2 02 1
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pain. The Leveler corrects a stirrup's
angle, which is the result of twisted
stirrup leathers. With your boot sitting
flat on the stirrup tread, your body
aligns correctly in the saddle, giving
you better balance and fewer dropped
stirrups. The Leveler retails for $110 per
pair and is available only from Nettles
Stirrups. Purchase from tack and
Western stores, saddlemakers or
online. nettles-stirrups.com
B/B Bits and Spurs from Buckaroo
Businesses

expertly handcrafted out of quality
iron and sterling silver in the style of
traditional vaquero gear. Choose
sterling silver inlay with black, blue,
bronze or rust finished iron; or
sterling silver overlay on stainless
steel. B/B spurs are available in mens’,
ladies’ and youth sizes. B/B bits are
customizable with a variety of
mouthpieces and cheek styles. Prices
start at $417. Check out Buckaroo
Businesses’ traditional gear and ranch
ropes at its showroom at 221 N. 15th
St., Billings, Montana. 406-252-5000;
buckaroobusinesses.com

MORE GEAR

Tie Ease from Rope Lock

SAFETY
MATTERS
B/B bits and spurs are both beautiful
and made to use. These pieces are

M AY 2021

If you tie your horse with a knot in the
rope, there’s a chance he could pull
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Over 4 million riders
have chosen a
Troxel helmet to
protect themselves.
With a safety record
second to none,
Troxel is the most
trusted brand of
ASTM/SEI-certified
equestrian helmets.
As pioneers in
equestrian helmet
safety, over 30 years
of research and
development go into
every Troxel helmet
available today. Your
safety matters to us.
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back and injure himself or people, or
damage property. The Tie Ease is a
patented, pocket-size product that is
faster, easier and safer than tying a
knot. You can adjust the tension on the
rope with 12-click tension settings, and
it’s easy for humans to re-open. Works
on all sizes of ropes, materials and
stiffness. tie-ease.com
Boss Sewing Machine by Tippmann
Industrial

an electrical hookup, yet it can stitch
through a ¾-inch piece of leather, as well
as rubber, nylon webbing, cloth, tarp and
sail material. It’s ready to sew out of the
box. The simple design is ideal for even
the beginner or expert. It includes an
owner’s manual, instructional DVD,
complete accessory pack, as well as tech
support. Price: $1,495. 866-286-8046;
tippmannindustrial.com
CoolAid Equine Cooling Blanket
from Weaver Leather

This hand-powered machine can be
mounted to any table without needing

saddle.doc@gmail.com
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CoolAid products feature patented
Coolcore material, a machine-washable fabric that works to move sweat
away from the body while accelerating drying, providing a consistent
cooling effect. Since Coolcore is
chemical-free, the cooling performance never washes out or deteriorates. Ideal for cooling down your
horse after exercise, competitions,
hauling or on hot summer days, the
Equine Cooling Blanket offers 30-plus
UPF sun protection. It’s even good for
winter bathing days to remove
moisture from the body. It includes
removable belly and leg straps for
easy washing. Available in five sizes
and three colors. Price: $138.99.
ridethebrand.com

the tree, to performing minor repairs
and reassembling the saddle. Using
this guide, you can repair your own
saddles and tack. Cost: $19.99 plus
shipping ($4.50 U.S., $6 Canada and
$8.50 other countries). To contact
Orent, email saddle.doc@gmail.com or
write Saddle Doctor, P.O. Box 281,
Uehling, NE 68063.

Saddle Doctor’s Repair Manual for
Western Saddles
Experienced saddlemaker Dick Orent
originally wrote this book as a
textbook for classes he taught.
Written for readers ages 8 to 80 years
old, the book addresses everything
from deconstructing a saddle down to
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